F E R R A R I E X P E R I E N CE
Come explore our world of adrenaline and excitement: get behind the wheel of the exclusive red convertible
Ferrari and drive along the places you’ve dreamed of on the breathtaking curves of Tuscany’s countryroads!
Our minivan will escort you out to the Chianti countryside, a short ride just outside the city center of Florence.
After arrival it’s time for a briefing to get acquainted with the Ferrari’s commands. One of our english speaking
instructor will give you a quick lesson on the mechanics of the Ferrari you are about to drive, explaining how
to properly handle the car using correct driving technique, as well as going through all the safety procedures.
Finally the moment you’ve been waiting for: get behind the wheel of the Ferrari. Strap in and start your
engine! You’re in control, it’s time to hit the road along vineyards and olive groves.
After the adrenaline subsides, relax and unwind in the heart of Chianti Classico wine region.
Enjoy the guided visit to a fascinating winery with its ancient cellars to learn the secrets of wine and olive oil
production.
At the end of the exciting drive, a traditional Tuscan lunch will be served with wine tasting at our boutique
winery. Come and experience the ultimate iconic car!
It must be driven on the scenic roads of Tuscany to appreciate its nearly limitless boundaries.

DURATION

6 hours

INCLUSIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transfer by minivan from Florence to the Chianti countryside and back
Briefing before driving
Ferrari rental (Ferrari California or Ferrari 458 Italia)
Safety car leading the Ferraris
Guided winery visit
Typical Tuscan meal
Wine tasting after the drive
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F E R R A R I E X P E R I E N CE
I M P OR TA N T N O T E S

A valid driving license is required and you must be at least 21 years of age to drive, at least 6 years to be a
passenger.
A THIRD-PARTY insurance for civil liability is INCLUDED in the price of the tour. Please note that clients will be given
the option to subscribe an additional insurance against vehicle damages. See below.
WHAT IS INCLUDED:
A THIRD-PARTY insurance for civil liability is INCLUDED in the price of the tour. This means that any damage
caused by the driver towards third parties will be waived by the insurance.
WHAT IS NOT INCLUDED:
DAMAGES ON YOUR CAR: driver’s choice.
Drivers will be fully responsible for the damages caused driving the car, according to any world’s large rent-acar company policy. Just beware that this cars are very expensive, as well as very high maintenance! Drivers are
therefore given two options upon check in at the deposit:
OPTION 1) SUBSCRIBE AND EXTRA INSURANCE COVERAGE TO WAIVE DAMAGES ON THE CAR. ONLY 500-EURO
DEPOSIT REQUIRED.
TO WAIVE THE RESPONSIBILITY to drive such a pricey car, Florencetown offers the possibility to subscribe an EXTRA
INSURANCE at the convenient price of 100 euros per car per tour. This will lower the level of Drivers’ responsibility
on the car down to only 500 euros (deductibility) instead of the regular 5.000.
A deposit on the credit card or cash of 500 euros will be then asked upon check in.
OPTION 2) TAKE FULL RESPONSIBILITY FOR DAMAGES ON THE CAR. FULL 5.000-EURO DEPOSIT REQUIRED.
Drivers are free NOT to subscribe an extra coverage for the damages, but they will be asked to take responsibility.
Drivers will be asked to swipe a SECURITY DEPOSIT of 5.000 euros. This will be the maximum responsibility for the
drivers on car (deductibility). Florencetown will swipe Driver’s card before departure and block the amount of
money. Drivers should make sure to have a limit of 5.000 euros available on their cards or in cash, otherwise will
be asked to pay 100 euros and lower their responsibility down to 500 euros.
Drivers that will neither be willing to subscribe the Extra insurance nor have enough availability on their credit
card will NOT BE ALLOWED to drive and no reimbursement for the tour will be granted.

